
§  *Click on the participation link above at least 10 minutes before the session starts*. 
This is very important to ensure that all participants enjoy a smooth experience 

§  Rename yourself using your full first and last names 

§  Please keep your cameras and microphones off at all times, unless the session 
host requests to do otherwise 

§  The session will be recorded. Please read more details at the end of this message 

§  You can ask questions to the speakers using the chat facility. 

§  When the speaker is sharing his/her screen, your Zoom client/browser may be put 
in fullscreen mode. You may adjust this using the ”Screen options” 

button. This will allow you to have a better view of pop-up windows with Q&A, the 
participants lists etc. 

You will find attached the Blue RI Days virtual background that you can use during 
the week. 

You can also find the folder for the presentations here 

<https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IfviyY45kb2JX1yNZw5zyMTUVA91xqIZ> 

and the folder with the photos for dissemination purposes here 

<https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jIBjKh9P3Z_bgf0fCXGbikraWIjQ2NZt>. 

You are welcome to tweet about the event using the hashtag *#BlueRIDays* 

We look forward to seeing you soon! 

The Organization Team 

Eleni Petra   [eleni.petra@athenarc.gr] 

Effie Zafeirakopoulou   [effie.zaf92@gmail.com] 

Nikos Stratigos   [nikosstrathgos@gmail.com] 

Phillip Bodare   [fillip_bd@hotmail.com] 

Georgia Kalozoumi   [gkalozoumi@athenarc.gr] 

Elena Papitsi   [papitsie@cbs.gr] 

------------ 

*Notification of recording* 

*This Session will be recorded using technical means on behalf of Athena RC and 
you authorize Athena RC to make free use of the recording and any still images 
thereof bearing your image or voice in all types of publications, broadcasts or online 
communications for disseminating information about related activities or for 
educational purposes.* 
 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1IfviyY45kb2JX1yNZw5zyMTUVA91xqIZ
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jIBjKh9P3Z_bgf0fCXGbikraWIjQ2NZt


*If you do not want to appear in the recording and images, please keep your camera 
off at all times. If you want us to stop using images/recordings of you, or you need to 
learn more on how your personal data is used, we ask you to contact us at 
**media@athenarc.gr* <media@athenarc.gr> 
 

*Athena RC shall be the exclusive owner of the results and proceeds of such 
recording and images with the right, throughout the world, and unlimited number of 
times in perpetuity, to copyright, to use and to license others to use for the same 
purposes on behalf of Athena RC in any manner, all or any portion thereof or of a 
reproduction thereof. The results will be stored in Athena RC archives.* 


